Kernel methods have been widely studied in several natural language processing tasks such as relation extraction and sentence classification. In this work, we present a new graph kernel that is derived from a distance measure described in prior work as Approximate Subgraph Matching (ASM). The classical ASM distance, shown to be effective for event extraction, is not a valid kernel and was primarily designed to work with rule based systems. We modify this distance suitably to render it a valid kernel (ASM kernel) and enable its use in powerful learning algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Introduction
Many natural language processing tasks such as relation extraction or question classification are cast as supervised classification problems (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005) , with the object to classify being an entity pair or a sentence. Traditional approaches have typically focussed on transforming the input into a feature vector which is then classified using learning algorithms such as decision trees or SVM. A primary limitation of this approach has been the manual effort required to construct a rich set of features that can yield a high performance classification. This effort is evident for the construction of features from the syntactic parse of the text, which is often represented as an ordered structure such as a tree or a graph. Linearizing a highly expressive structure such as a graph, by transforming it into a flat array of features is inherently harder. This problem of constructing explicit feature sets for complex objects is generally overcome by kernel methods for classification. Kernel methods allow for an implicit exploration of a vast high dimensional feature space and shift the focus from feature engineering to similarity score design. Importantly, such a kernel must be shown to be symmetric and positive semi-definite (Burges, 1998) , to be valid for use with kernelized learning algorithms such as SVM. Deep learning based approches (Zeng et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015) are other alternatives to eliminate the manual feature engineering efforts. However, in this work we are primarily focussed on kernel methods.
In NLP, kernel methods have been effectively used for relation extraction and sentence classification. Subset tree kernels (SSTK) and partial tree kernels (PTK) were developed to work with constituency parse trees and basic dependency parse trees. However, these kernels are not suitable for arbitrary graph structures such as the enhanced dependency parses (Manning et al., 2014) . Secondly, tree kernels can only handle node labels and not edge labels. As a work around, these kernels require that the original dependency graphs be heuristically altered to translate edge labels into special nodes to create different syntactic representations such as the grammatical relation centered tree (Croce et al., 2011) . These limitations were overcome with the Approximate Subgraph Matching (ASM) (Liu et al., 2013) , that was designed to be a flexible distance measure to handle arbitrary graphs with edge labels and edge directions. However, the classic ASM is not a valid kernel and therefore cannot be used with powerful learning algorithms like SVM. It was therefore used in a rule-based setting, where it was shown to be effective for event extraction (Kim et al., 2011) .
Contributions
In this work, our primary contribution is a new graph kernel (ASM kernel), derived from the classical approximate subgraph matching distance, that:
• is flexible, working directly with graphs with cycles and edge labels.
• is a valid kernel for use with powerful learning algorithms like SVM.
• outperforms classical ASM distance with rule based method for relation extraction.
• outperforms tree kernels for relation extraction and is of comparable performance for a sentence classification task.
Methods
In this section, we first describe the classical ASM distance measure that was originally proposed in (Liu et al., 2013) . We then discuss the modifications we introduce to transform this distance measure into a symmetric, L 2 norm in a valid feature space. This step allows us to enumerate the underlying feature space and to elucidate the mapping from a graph to a vector in a high dimensional feature space. We then define the ASM kernel as a dot product in this high dimensional space of well defined features. Besides establishing the validity of the kernel, the feature map clarifies the semantics of the kernel and helps design of interpretable models.
Classic ASM distance
We describe the classic ASM distance in the context of a binary relation extraction task. Consider two sample sentences drawn from the training set and test set of such a task corpus, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Entity annotations are given for the whole corpus, which are character spans referring to two entities in a sentence. In the illustrated example, the entities are chemicals (metoclopramide and pentobarbital) and diseases (dyskinesia and amnesia). The training data also contains relation annotations, which are related entity pairs (metoclopramide, dyskinesia). We assume that the relation (causation) is implied by the training sentence and then to try to infer a similar relation or its absence in the test sentence.
Preprocessing The first step in the ASM event extraction system is to transform each sentence to a graph, whose nodes represent tokens in the sentence. Node labels are derived from the corresponding tokens properties, such as the word lemma or part of speech (POS) tag or a combination of both. The node labels for entities are usually designated as Entity1 and Entity2. This process is referred to as entity blinding and is known to improve generalization (Thomas et al., 2011) . Labelled edges are given by a dependency parser (Manning et al., 2014) . A graph from a test sentence is referred to as a main graph. Given a training sentence and its corresponding graph, we extract the subgraph within it, that consists of only those nodes that represent the entities or belong to the shortest path 1 between the two entities. This is referred to as a rule subgraph (see Figure 1a) . the two graphs, like in a typical exact isomorphism search. Instead, we compute the difference between these edges to get an approximate subgraph matching (ASM) distance. The ASM distance is a weighted summation of 3 components, namely structural distance, label distance and directionality distance. These are described below, with the aid of notations described in Table 1 . Note that edge directions are interpreted as special directional labels of type "forward" or "backward". The structural distance (SD), label distance (LD) and the directionality distance (DD) for a path P r x,y is defined as:
Essentially, these distances reflect the differences in the structure of the two graphs, focussed at one vertex pair at a time. Notice that the above distances are defined for a given shortest path between two vertices. However, there could be multiple shortest paths of equal length between two vertices in a graph. The distances for a given vertex pair is taken to be the minimum distance over all possible choices for a shortest path.
If SP (x, y) and SP (x , y ) denote the set of shortest paths for x, y in the rule graph and x , y in the main graph respectively, the distance measures for the vertex pair x, y are defined as:
M is the injective mapping scheme, i.e
Shortest path in graph g between the vertices x, y.
Len(P )
The length of the path P .
EL(P )
The multiset of edge labels on the path P .
DL(P )
The multiset of directional labels on the path P .
The set symmetric difference of sets S 1 and S 2 .
The absolute difference of real numbers r 1 and r 2
#S
The cardinality of set S. 
The (unnormalized) distance measure between two graphs G r and G m is obtained from the distances between all possible vertex pairs:
The final classical ASM distance in its unnormalized form is a weighted summation of the above 3 components:
The classic ASM distance includes a normalization process that we have not described, as it is not central to our discussion. Notice that this distance does not meet the conditions of a positive semidefinite kernel. Trivially, it is an asymmetric distance and undefined when an injective matching is unavailable. In the next section, we describe a modified form of ASM that is shown to be a ||L 2 || norm in a valid feature space.
Modified ASM distance
Classical ASM distance measure evaluates distances between two pairs of vertices x, y ∈ G r and x , y ∈ G m where x = M (x) and y = M (y) and M is the injective matching scheme. Recall that the simplest injective matching scheme maps vertices with identical labels. We assume that node labels in a graph are all distinct. Further, for all missing labels in a graph G, we (virtually) insert a single disconnected dummy node with that label. These steps ensure that all labels in the label vocabulary are represented in the graph G and map to unique vertices. We can Symbol Meaning
The representative shortest path in graph g between the vertices x, y.
EL(P )
The bag of words representation of edge labels on the path P .
DL(P )
The bag of words representation of directional labels on the path P .
The ||L 2 || norm of the vector difference
The vocabulary of all node labels (lemmas) Figure 1a the shortest path P "caused","by" = ("caused", "Entity2", "by"). When more than one such shortest path is available (due to cycles), we simply choose the first of such paths as the representative shortest path. Finally, we transform the set of edge labels in each path into a vector representation (i.e, a bag of words representation). For example, EL(P "caused","by" ) = ("nmod:by" : 1, "case" : 1). We use the euclidean distance between these vectors, instead of the cardinality of set symmetric difference used in the classical ASM label distance. Directionality distance is modified similarly.
The modified distances, namely structural distance (SD), label distance (LD) and directionality distance (DD) are defined below, following a few additional notations in Table 2 :
where label(x) = label(x ) = l 1 and label(y) = label(y ) = l 2
The final modified ASM distance in its unnormalized form is a weighted summation of the above 3 components:
ASM Kernel: Validity and Semantics
A valid kernel function is required to be symmetric and positive semidefinite (Burges, 1998). Also, from Mercer's condition (Burges, 1998), we note that such a kernel is essentially equivalent to a dot product (K(x, y) = i φ(x) i φ(y) i ) in a euclidean (or a general RKHS) "feature" space and a valid mapping function(φ) exists, that transforms the input object to the feature space. Kernel validity can be directly established by deriving the underlying feature map (φ), and computing the kernel directly as a dot product of the mapped vectors ( φ(x), φ(y) ). Also, this feature map directly relates to the semantics of the kernel and helps to interpret the resulting model. We follow this approach, to first derive the feature space φ underlying the modified ASM distance and show it to be equivalent to the ||L 2 || norm in this feature space. That is, modified ASM distance(x, y) =
The ASM kernel can then be obtained by replacing the sum of squared differences with sum of products. That is, the ASM kernel(x, y) = i φ(x) i φ(y) i .
The feature space of structural distance can be indexed by the set {L × L} where L is the vocabulary of node labels. Each feature value is just the length of the shortest path between a label pair corresponding to the feature index. Similarly, the directionality distance corresponds to two sets of features indexed by {L × L}. The first feature set counts the number of "forward" edges and the second set counts the number of "backward" edges in the shortest path corresponding to the feature index. Finally, the label distance can be seen as an extension of directionality distance, obtained by extending the set of edge labels from a limited set of two symbols {"forward", "backward"} to the finite set of all possible dependency edge labels.
Consider the example illustrated in Figure 1a . The ASM kernel transforms the rule graph in the above example, to an explicit set of features as described below. The set of node labels for this example is L = {"Entity1", "caused", "by", "Entity2"}. The set of edge labels for this example is EL = {"acl", "nmod:by", "case"}. The features corresponding to this example can be indexed by the set L × {EL ∪ {"distance", "forward", "backward"}}.
Tuples such as ("Entity1", "caused", "distance") and ("Entity1", "by", "distance") represent structural distance features.
The values for these are 1 and 3 respectively. Tuples such as ("Entity1", "caused", "forward") and ("Entity1", "by", "forward") denote the forward directionality features. The values for these are 1 and 2 respectively. Similarly, features for label distance are generated by considering the elements of EL . For example, the edge label "acl" is associated with the tuples such as ("Entity1", "caused", "acl") and ("Entity1", "by", "acl"). The values for these features are 1 and 1 respectively. This is because, there is exactly one instance of the edge label "acl" in the shortest path from "Entity1" to "caused" and from "Entity1" to "by".
To summarize, we note that the modified ASM distance is a sum of squared differences of feature counts (real numbers) and the corresponding feature space is a finite and enumerable set as shown above. By replacing the sum of squares with sum of products of the feature counts, we obtain the dot product in the same valid feature space, which forms the ASM kernel.
Running times
The classical ASM distance has an exponential time complexity, typically brought about by the search for subgraph isomorphism. Still, it was shown to be practical, as text with very long sen-tences and therefore large dependency graphs are quite rare. However, the current ASM kernel evaluation is polynomial in runtime as there is no requirement for an isomorphism test.
Consider two graphs with m and n vertices and m ≤ n without loss of generality. We first identify the vertices with common labels across the graph, via a sort merge of label lists. This step takes O(n · log(m)). Next, note that there are at most m 2 label pairs that are common to two graphs. Each label pair corresponds to a path in the graph with at most n nodes. Enumerating the features of this graph involves a single traversal of each such path, which translates to a complexity bound of O(n · m 2 ) or simply O(n 3 ) (a looser upper bound). Finding the shortest paths across all node pairs can be done in O(n 3 ) time using standard graph algorithms (Seidel, 1995) .
Implementation details
We used the Java based Kelp framework (Filice et al., 2015) for implementing and testing the ASM kernel with SVM. For this paper, the weights associated with the ASM method (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) are all set to 1. The feature set for each graph can be computed in parallel and cached. In practice, we found that SVM train-test cycle with ASM kernel took about a day for some of the largest datasets described in this paper. For classic ASM distance, we used the implementation 2 made freely available by the authors.
Evaluation
We described the classic ASM distance in the context of a binary relation extraction task in Section 2.1. In this section, we report the performance of this approach over two relation extraction tasks, namely the Chemical-induced-Disease (CID) task (Wei et al., 2015) and the SeedevBinary relation extraction task (Chaix et al., 2016) . Note that it is a rule based with a single parameter being the distance threshold. We determine the optimal threshold value with a grid search over the validation set. We compare this rule based system with a supervised classification approach for relation extraction. The dependency graph of a sentence is made entity aware, by setting the labels of the two nodes corresponding to entities as "Entity1" and "Entity2". Relation extraction is cast as the task of graph labelling using a multiclass SVM Table 3 : Results on CID test data for sentence level relations. Key: LCT= Location Centered Tree, CP = Constituency Parse, DP = Dependency Parse with ASM kernel. We extend the comparison to two well known tree kernels, namely Subset Tree Kernel (SSTK) and the Partial Tree Kernel (PTK) that have been shown to be effective for relation extraction (Zelenko et al., 2002; Moschitti, 2006; Chowdhury et al., 2011) . Note that unlike constituency parse trees, dependency trees have edge labels which cannot be handled by these tree kernels. Therefore, the edge labels are converted into node labels of specially inserted nodes in the original dependency graph, to get a modified structure referred to as the Location Centered Tree (LCT) (Lan et al., 2009 ). Finally, we compare the ASM kernel with tree kernels in a sentence classification task. This is a straightforward application of kernels in a graph classification problem, over the unmodified dependency graphs of the corpus.
Chemical induced Disease (CID) task
The goal of the CID shared task (Wei et al., 2015) is to infer the "induces" relation between Chemicals and Disease from biomedical publications. The shared task has provided a corpus of 1500 PubMed abstracts, divided equally into training, development and test datasets. The corpus includes non-sentence relations, i.e. ChemicalDisease pairs whose relationship cannot be inferred by a single sentence and requires analyzing the whole abstract. We omit such relations and focus on extracting sentence level relations only. We compare ASM kernel against Subset tree kernels (SSTK) and Partial tree kernels (PTK) and report the results in Table 3 .
Seedev Binary
The Seedev Binary task (Chaix et al., 2016) Table 4 aggregate results over the 22 event types are reported for the development set (the annotations for the test set are not available).
Question Classification
This task deals with classifying general questions expressed in natural language, into one of 6 categories such as HUMAN and LOCATION, a first step in a question answering system. For example, "What is the width of a football field?" is to be classified as a NUMBER. The corpus for this task is the UIUC dataset (Li and Roth, 2002 ) that consists of 5, 542 questions for training and 500 questions for test 3 . Tree kernels were shown to offer state of the art classification accuracy for this dataset. More details about tree kernels for question classification can be found in (Annesi et al., 2014) . In this work, we are concerned with exploiting lex- (Goldberg and Levy, 2014) ). In Table 5 , we report the accuracy of these kernels for the question classification task.
Discussion
Evaluation over the two relation extraction tasks reveals that the ASM kernel outperforms both the tree kernels and the classical ASM rule based system. For a more general sentence classification task, we note that the ASM kernel performs competitively to tree kernels but not better. A study of the final scores attained also reveals that the relation extraction tasks are more difficult than general sentence classification tasks. We infer that the flexibility of the ASM kernel such as ability to handle edge labels and directions, is more advantageous in a relation extraction task than a general sentence classification task. This may be due to the fact that relation extraction is primarily focussed on the interaction between two entities in a sentence, which is best described by the edge labels on the shortest dependency path. In contrast, sentence classification is more general and considers the overall properties of a sentence.
Feature selection A closer study of the relation extraction tasks revealed that a simple linear classifier with bag of words and few syntactic features (the lemmas and POS tags of the neighbors of entity nodes in the dependency graph) outperforms any of the kernel methods discussed in this paper. These results are presented in Table 6 . This observation suggests that kernel methods are likely to benefit by a simplification or pruning of their feature sets. The clearly defined feature space underlying the ASM kernel makes it amenable to intelligent feature selection techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) that we plan to explore in future.
Semantic matching ASM relies on comparing properties of paths or graph walks, that are indexed by label pairs. In the simplest case, node labels are taken to be word lemmas instead of word tokens, to improve generalization across minute variations in word usage (such as "cured" and "curing"). We hypothesize that the generalizability of ASM can be further improved by choosing node labels on word classes. Node labels may be set to cluster ids, post word clustering. A semantic matching of lemmas (such as "cured" and "improved"), based on word semantics using distributional word similarities may allow for improved generalization (Saleh et al., 2014 
Related Work
The closest work to ours is the classical ASM distance (Liu et al., 2013 ) that has been succesfully used in several shared tasks (Kim et al., 2011) . Tree kernels in NLP have been studied extensively in (Collins and Duffy, 2001 ). Relation extraction has been of particular importance within biomedical domain and has been studied in different contexts such as drug-drug interaction (Bjorne et al., 2011) and protein-protein interaction (Lan et al., 2009) . Kernels that use constituent parses or dependency structures are studied in (Chowdhury et al., 2011; Airola et al., 2008) for the protein-protein interaction extraction. All path graph (APG) kernel (Airola et al., 2008) over dependency graph is a related work, that has different semantics as compared to ASM. The APG kernel considers all paths between a vertex pair and not just single shortest path as done in the ASM kernel. The primary feature in the APG kernel is the strength of connection between a vertex pair, which is computed as the product of edge weights along the path. Note that edge labels and not edge weights are the natural properties of a dependency graph. APG proposes modifications to the dependency graph to accommodate edge labels and heuristically driven assignment of edge weights to the dependency graph. An other recent approach in kernel design (Saleh et al., 2014) , has been the efforts to include word similarity such as distributional word similarity given by word2vec (Goldberg and Levy, 2014) . Incorporating semantic word similarity in ASM is likely to further improve its performance.
Summary and Conclusion
In this work, we defined a graph kernel from a previously studied Approximate Subgraph Matching (ASM) distance measure. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this new kernel by experimenting over standard datasets for question classification and relation extraction. Results indicate that the ASM kernel is of comparable performance to the tree kernels for sentence classification, but outperforms tree kernels in relation extraction tasks. We show the validity of the ASM kernel by deriving its feature space and illuminating the semantics of the kernel. Following on these steps, we identify several improvements to the ASM kernel that are likely to further boost its performance.
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